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coordinates3.
For
example,
when
considering a suspension of rods, the
mesoscopic description consists in giving
the fraction of rods Ψ(x,t, p) that at
position x and time t are oriented along
direction p . This information is contained
in the probability distribution function (pdf)
whose conservation balance results in the
so-called Fokker-Planck equation

characterized by high fiber content, strong
interactions, confinement and fiber bending
mechanisms. They call for theoretical
models that go much beyond the dilute
regime.
Most currently available process
simulation
tools
implement
ad-hoc
modifications of the classical Jeffery model
developed for the dilute regime. In this
paper, we revisit the most usual theoretical
descriptions at different scales and
concentration regimes, pointing out their
strengths and weaknesses. We also point to
our recent work on the modelling of fiber
aggregates.

∂Ψ
 =0
+ v ⋅ ∇ x Ψ + ∇ p (pΨ)
∂t

The Fokker-Planck equation governs
the flow-induced evolution of conformation.
Being highly-dimensional, it cannot be
solved by means of standard mesh-based
discretization techniques. This issue is
known as the curse of dimensionality.
Solution procedures based on the use of
particles at the mesoscopic scale have been
extensively developed by many authors4,5.
On the other hand, there are few works on
the solution of the Fokker-Planck equation
with standard discretization techniques6.
We have proposed in7 a new solution
technique called Proper Generalized
Decomposition (PGD) that allows for the
direct solution of the Fokker-Planck
equation in conformation spaces of high
dimension. The PGD is based on the use of
separated representations in order to ensure
that the complexity scales linearly with the
model dimensionality. It consists in
expressing the unknown field as a finite sum
of functional products, i.e. one approximates
a generic multidimensional function
u(x1 ,, xd ) as

DIFFERENT DESCRIPTION SCALES
Suspensions of particles can be
described at the microscopic scale by
tracking the motion of each individual
particle in the system. In the dilute regime,
the motion of ellipsoidal particles immersed
in a Newtonian fluid is accurately described
by Jeffery's equation1. For ellipsoids of
infinite aspect ratio (rods) the Jeffery’s
equation reads

(

)

p = ∇v ⋅ p − pT ⋅ ∇v ⋅ p p

(2)

(1)

where p is the unit vector defining the rod
orientation and v the fluid velocity assumed
unperturbed by the rods presence and
orientation.
In order to circumvent the difficulties
(more computational than conceptual)
related to simulations at the microscopic
scale where too many particles are present,
coarser models were introduced. The recent
book2 gives an overview of multi-scale
approaches in computational rheology of
rod suspensions.
Mesoscopic kinetic theory models result
from the coarsening of microscopic
descriptions. In kinetic theory models, the
individuality of the particles is lost in favour
of a statistical description that substitutes the
entities by a series of conformation

N

u(x1 ,, xd ) ≈ ∑ Fi1 (x1 )Fi d (xd )

(3)

i =1

For more information on the PGD and its
applications in computational rheology, see
the recent book8.
At the macroscopic scale, the pdf is
substituted by some of its moments9. Thus,
for example the second order tensor (the odd
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moments vanish because the symmetry of
the pdf) reads

The first natural question is how to describe
such systems.
At the macroscopic scale, one could try
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)

distribution, avoiding the necessity of
remeshing.
Domain capturing strategies proceeds
by using a fixed mesh defined in the whole
domain (e.g. mould) and a fluid presence
function I(x,t) that indicates the presence
of the fluid at position x at time t . This
function is convected with the material
velocity according to

Following the rationale detailed in2 the
Cauchy’s stress reads

(

)

σ = − pI + 2ηD + 2η N p a : D a

(6)

The flow model results of combining
Eqs. (5) and (6) with the mass and
momentum conservation balances

⎧⎪ ∇ ⋅ σ = 0
⎨
⎩⎪ ∇ ⋅ v = 0

∂I
+ v ⋅ ∇I = 0
∂t

(7)

(8)

and from its value higher than a threshold
value the fluid domain Ω f (t) in which the
flow model (5)-(7) is solved, is extracted.
Fig. 1 depicts the evolution of Ω f (t) of
a complex 3D part.

Now, the solution of Eqs. (5)-(7) with
appropriate initial and boundary conditions
allows calculating the flow kinematics and
the microstructure evolution from v and a
respectively.
In the case of free or moving
boundaries, the first encountered in steady
state extrusion processes and the last in
injection processes, the flow model must be
complemented with extra-equations for
defining the fluid domain. In the case of the
free-boundaries these relations come from
the stress-free condition on the free
boundary. In the case of moving boundaries
there are different alternative descriptions
based on domain tracking or capturing.
Tracking strategies consist of moving
the nodes located on the fluid boundary at
each time step, with the material velocity, in
order to describe the new fluid domain. The
main issue related to this simple strategy is
the mesh deformation that the simple nodes
updating
produces.
Thus,
frequent
remeshing is required for ensuring the
solution accuracy, but the price to be paid is
the inevitable numerical diffusion when
projecting variables from old to new
meshes. Meshless methods have been
largely employed in order to circumvent the
just referred issues. They can update the
nodal positions from the material velocities
and the discretization remains accurate
enough despite the very irregular nodal

Figure 1. Fluid domain extracted from the
presence of fluid function, during the
injection process of a 3D part.
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Fig. 2 shows the most probable fiber
orientation that is quantified from the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of tensor a .
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SUSPENSIONS INVOLVING CNTs
When nanotubes are functionalized
aggregation is prevented and the
suspensions can be described by considering
flow induced CNTs orientation, the same
modelling approach just described. Fig. 5
illustrates nonlinear rheology as well as the
fitting when assuming a standard orientation
based model.

The differences in the rheological
behavior were explained in13 in terms of
flow induced aggregation / disaggregation.
The proposed model involved two
conformation coordinates: (i) the orientation
and (ii) an extra-coordinate quantifying the
aggregation state, where the two limits
values describe free and fully entangled
systems. The three resulting rheological
parameters being (i) the rotary diffusion
quantifying randomizing effects; (ii) the
particle number, quantifying the tubes
concentration and (iii) the aggregation /
disaggregation ratio.
Despite its simplicity such a model
allowed a perfect fitting as depicted in Fig.
7.

Figure 5. Nonlinear rheology of
functionalized CNTs dispersed in a
Newtonian matrix.
When CNTs are not functionalized the
flow curves differ significantly from the
ones related to functionalized CNTs as
depicted in Fig. 6.
Figure 7. Modeling nonlinear rheology
of non-functionalized CNTs suspensions
As just discussed the model, defined at
the mesoscopic scale within the kinetic
theory framework, involves the probability
distribution function Ψ(x,t, n, p) giving the
fraction of fibers that at position x and time
t belong to a population n (describing the
entanglement level: n = 0 related to no
entanglements and n = 1 to a fully
entangled system) and that are oriented in
direction p .
It was assumed that aggregation evolves
with the shear rate because it is associated to
fibers encounters whereas disaggregation

Figure 6. Apparent viscosity of
functionalized versus non-functionalized
CNTs suspensions
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Finally, Fig. 9 depicts the orientation
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electrical network in the functional formed
part.

Figure 11. Evolution of the fluid domain and
the CNTs orientation state during spincoating processes
CONCLUSIONS
This work revisited the modelling and
simulation of short-fibers and nano-fibers
suspensions, making special emphasis in
flow induced properties, in particular flow
induced orientation. When considering
nano-suspensions aggregation mechanism
was also considered, as well as its impact on
rheology and functional properties.
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